The quantification of irradiant investigations important role in the prophylaxis of hematologic diseases
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Objective: The most important objective of this presentation is to attract attention that the dose of irradiation in the medical practice must be carefully monitored and quantified.

Material and Methods: After many serious observations from my medical practice, many cases appeared with unexpected leucopenia after routine blood tests were performed. During a careful history of these categories of patients appeared unexpected in evidence that they made previously many irradiant investigations during life such as chest X rays, dental X rays, abdominal X rays, urography, mammography, CT, MRI. The dose of irradiation during these investigations decreases the level of leukocytes in the blood–leucopenia–and in this way start leukemia.

Results and Discussions: Each patient with leucopenia should be asked about the number of irradiation investigations performed during life. The quantification of the radiation dose to which a patient is exposed over the course of his life needs to be seriously monitored and quantified.

Conclusions: The most important conclusion of this presentation is for avoided at maximum possible many unnecessary irradiant methods of investigations in the medical practice, which can decrease the incidence of leukemia and other dangerous hematologic diseases very much. The modern apparatuses give safe a diagnosis for the physician but can become, sometimes, dangerous for the patient.
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